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Abstract:
The Belgrade Regional Conservation Alliance (BRCA) is an organization dedicated to preserving land and water quality in the Belgrade Lakes region in Maine. The BRCA holds land in
such towns as Belgrade, Mount Vernon, New Sharon, Vienna, Rome, Smithfield, and Oakland. To better accommodate the public and to promote the ongoing effort to conserve land as
part of the Kennebec Highlands Project, the BRCA is looking to expand its land holdings. Currently, the BRCA is considering parcels of 50+ acres in New Sharon, Rome, Belgrade, and
Mount Vernon. In order to identify the most desirable parcels, we completed a GIS analysis using ArcGIS 9.1 and produced three maps, which highlight areas of land that we think
might be desirable to the BRCA. Our analysis considers access to trails, wildlife access, and the locations and sizes of parcels.

Fig. 4. Location of BRCA holdings shown in
yellow. I-95 Indicated by red line.
Wildlife Corridor

A proposed route for a wildlife corridor connecting four parcels of
land currently owned by the BRCA is pictured in figure 1. The intention
of this map is to indicate the most likely path wildlife would take between
the land parcels in this area based on current data for local land cover
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The analyses was performed with a least-cost path analysis in ArcMap
9.1 based on land cover data from the Maine Office of GIS. Animals
were assumed to prefer traveling through areas of more dense cover.
These areas off er the animal more protection from humans and
predators. Developed regions, cultivated land and water bodies were
assumed to be barriers to animal movement, and were therefore assigned
higher cost values in the least-cost path analysis. The analysis also took
into account the shortest distance between the two points. Animals will
always take the path that will reduce their energy expenditure, so more
direct paths are generally assumed to be the preferred path.
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The line created by GIS indicates the center of the suggested
corridor. A corridor that will allow small animals to move between the
parcels will be about a half mile wide.
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Map created by Hilary Langer,
Environmental Studies 212,
Colby College, April 2006.
Data obtained from Kevin Fritze
and the Maine Office of GIS. The
map is projected in NAD 83,
UTM Zone 19 North.
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Made by Karen Prisby, Environmental Studies 212,
Colby College, April 2006. Data obtained from Kevin Fritze
and the Maine Office of GIS. The map is projected in
NAD 83, UTM zone 19 north.
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Figure 2: Parcels that increase access to trail network.
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Trail Access
The ease of access to protected lands is important for ensuring that
conserved land promotes outdoor enjoyment. Central to the recreational
enjoyment of conserved land is the trail system of this region. Expanding the
accessibility of these trails would allow more people to connect with nature.
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To this end, analysis of tax parcels identified those parcels within .1 mile of
a walking trail. Parcels that are of a desirable size and are not already protected
are highlighted in blue. A total of 41 parcels were identified that, if conserved,
would increase access to walking trails. These areas should be given special
consideration when long term strategic conservation planning takes place.
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Made by Rachel Terry, Environmental Studies 212,
Colby College, April, 2006. Data obtained from
Kevin Fritze and the Maine Office of GIS.
The map is projected in
NAD 83, UTM zone 19 north.
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Fig. 1: Proposed wildlife corridor in the Belgrade/Rome region.
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Figure 3: Size and location of parcels
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Location and Size
Another aspect to consider when prioritizing land purchases is the
location and the size of parcels. This analysis focuses on optimal locations
for parcels to be owned by the BRCA, such as those areas adjacent to
BRCA land. Parcels sharing a boundary with the Kennebec Highlands
Project would also be favorable to promote the ongoing effort to
conserve land.
Proximity to lakes for recreational and scenic purposes also weighs
heavily in this analysis. To narrow down the parcels that fit these
desired criteria, we selected parcels that touch the boundary of land
owned by the BRCA and parcels that are within 200 meters of a lake.
The size of parcels was also considered when prioritizing land
purchase. We ruled out parcels that are too small to be worth
purchasing or parcels that are too small and probably belong to a private
homeowner. We only selected parcels that are 50+ acres.

